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ECOLOGICAL STUDIES OF NEOTROPICAL ANT GARDENS1
D i a n e  W . D a v i d s o n
Department o f Biology, University o f Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah 84112 USA
Abstract. In a census taken in Peru’s M anu N ational Park, 10 epiphytic angiosperms 
from  seven plant families established principally on arboreal carton-ant nests. These “ ant 
gardens” (AG s) were m ost often inhabited by parabiotic ants, Camponotus femoratus and 
Crematogaster cf. limata parabiotica, whose polygynous and polydom ous colonies fissioned 
to form  extensive A G  aggregations. A G s tended by polydom ous but probably monogynous 
Azteca cf. traili occurred on average in sm aller isolates. All three ant species enriched nest 
gardens with vertebrate feces, but frequencies o f  occurrence o f m ost A G  epiphytes were 
lower on the less organic carton of Azteca A G s. Interspecific differences in epiphyte abun­
dance and distribution were related to light requirements o f plants and to colonizing 
abilities, as influenced by differences in allocational preferenda and life history.
A G  aggregations occupied 1 6 -3 9 %  o f five forest habitat types present and were especially 
com m on in frequently flooded habitats and areas o f  high light intensity. Patchy distribution  
was explained partly by overrepresentation on resource trees, such as Inga and Calyp- 
tranthes (parabiotic ants) and Cordia nodosa (Azteca). H abitat associations did not result 
from reduction o f the terrestrial ant fauna in flooded forests. O ther arboreal ants, but not 
terrestrial ants, were markedly lower in A G  aggregations than in areas that lacked AGs, 
perhaps due to com petition from aggressive and dom inant A G  ants.
AG s form ed principally by directed dispersal o f epiphyte seeds to ant nests, where 
larvae fed on seed attachm ents without damaging seeds. A G  ants also recognized and  
retrieved seeds o f at least one A G  epiphyte from feces o f vertebrate fruit dispersers. The 
preference ranking o f epiphyte seeds by Ca. femoratus was not correlated with either obvious  
differences in quality o f seed appendages or long-term  resource potential o f plants. Seeds 
o f  A G  epiphytes were rejected by three ants that do not tend AG s but were collected by a 
fourth such species. Seed attractiveness m ay depend in part on nonnutritional cues.
Preadaptations o f  plants and ants appear to have been very im portant to the origin o f  
AGs. Evidence for evolutionary specialization and coadaptation is circum stantial but 
suggestive.
Key words: ant competition; ant garden; ant-plant interaction; coadaptation; epiphyte; mutualism; 
parabiosis; preadaptation; Peru; seed dispersal; tropical rainforest.
I n t r o d u c t i o n
In lowland A m azonian rainforests, a taxonom ically  
diverse group o f  epiphytic angiosperm s grows princi­
pally on arboreal carton-ant nests. These “ ant gardens” 
(AG s) were first described and nam ed by U le (1 9 0 1 , 
1905, 1906). Subsequent studies o f  ants (W heeler 1921 , 
W eber 1943a, b) or plants (Prance 1973, Madison 1979) 
added substantively to our descriptive knowledge of  
A G  species. Kleinfeldt’s (1 9 7 8 ) m ore detailed inves­
tigation in a C osta Rican palm plantation included only 
one species each o f ant and plant. As yet, no com p re­
hensive ecological studies o f  multispecies A G s have 
been carried out in a natural environm ental setting.
The principal objective o f this study was to inves­
tigate processes responsible for form ation and m ain­
tenance o f A G s and determ inants o f their species co m ­
p o sitio n . S eco n d ary  goals w ere to  assess the
1 Manuscript received 8 September 1986; revised and ac­
cepted 14 December 1987.
interdependence o f associated ants and plants and the 
significance o f the association for other forest species.
H a b i t a t  a n d  M e t h o d s  
Study site and plant censuses
The principal study site was C ocha Cashu Biological 
Station in the M anu N ational Park o f  M adre de Dios, 
Peru (11°52 ' S, 71°22 ' W , elevation ~ 4 0 0  m). M uch  
o f the study area consisted o f  seasonally inundated  
tropical m oist forest (Holdridge 1967) with a m osaic  
o f  habitats, m ost serai stages in riverine succession. 
M ean canopy height averaged 3 0 -3 5  m , but emergents 
could reach >  60  m . Pronounced wet seasons (O ctober 
through April) and dry seasons (M ay through Septem ­
ber) drive cycles o f  flowering, fruiting, and foliage pro­
duction (Terborgh 1983). Studies reported here took  
place from  late August through early N ovem ber in the 
years 1 9 8 3 -1 9 8 6 . These m onths were unusually dry in 
1983 (an El Nino year) and unusually wet in 1984. (Fo r
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further details of habitat and climate, see Terborgh 
1983.)
AGs were censused in 1983 and 1984 within «10  
m on each side of ~ 12 km of the established Cocha 
Cashu trail system. Trails were chosen at random near 
the field station and included most major habitat types 
(Terborgh 1983). For each AG sighted, I recorded ver­
tical height class (1-5, 5-10, 10-20, or >20 m), mea­
sured with the aid of a 210-mm Canon zoom lens. Also 
recorded were identities of each plant species growing 
from the garden and rank abundances of these species 
by volume, estimated visually through binoculars. 
Garden sizes (nest plus foliage) were estimated as small 
(less than ~2500 cm3), medium («2500 cm3-0.5 m3), 
and large (greater than ~0.5 m3). Also scored were 
associated ants, first categorized by number and later 
determined to species from collections. By following 
foraging columns with binoculars to low vegetation, I 
could identify ants from even high canopy gardens. I 
rated individual gardens as occurring in isolates (< 5 
gardens) or large aggregations, and as growing from 
well or poorly maintained substrate. Deteriorating gar­
dens typically had loose strands of nest material trailing 
beneath them and/or little remaining substrate.
For some exceptional gardens, not all categories of 
data were recorded. Vertical height was not scored when 
AGs had obviously fallen. Dominance by particular 
epiphytes was not analyzed when two to several species 
were approximately equally dominant, or when nests 
lacked epiphytes altogether. Finally, no data were taken 
on size class for the first 35 gardens censused.
Three additional kinds of data were taken along the 
census route. First, during all censuses, I searched for 
evidence that any of the AG epiphytes grew outside 
gardens. Second, brief notations were made on the 
presence of vine tangles and of understory species in­
dicative of seasonal flooding. Third, I returned to each 
isolate and AG aggregation in 1984 to identify “prom­
inent host trees” containing the greatest estimated bio­
mass of AG epiphytes. Comparison of the generic rep­
resentation of these hosts with that in an independent 
1-ha plot census (A. Gentry, personal communication) 
helped to identify possible “preferred” AG hosts.
Focal studies were conducted on representatives of 
Calyptranthes and Inga, the two most abundant genera 
of trees apparently overrepresented as AG hosts. Cal­
yptranthes cf. lanceolata occurs regularly on old river 
beaches along edges of oxbow lakes. For 1.2 km along 
the west bank of Cocha Totora (within the Cocha Ca­
shu trail system), I censused AGs on trees > 3 m high 
of C. cf. lanceolata and control trees matched for size 
and proximity. Inga trees occur throughout the forest 
in groves comprising I. marginata, I. ruiziana, and, 
occasionally, I. eduhs. I recorded the numbers and sizes 
of AGs as well as estimated tree heights for all Inga 
trees and “other” trees >3 m in height within the 
boundaries of each of two Inga groves. Total AG vol­
ume per tree was estimated as the product of AG size
rank (small = 1; medium = 2; large = 3) times the 
number of AGs of that size rank, summed over the 
three ranks.
Ant censuses
Ants were censused at baits in six AG aggregations 
and four nearby areas that were in the same habitat 
type but lacked AGs. Each census took place on a 
different warm, sunny day between 0700 and 1100, as 
discovery rates of newly established baits dropped off 
later in the day. At each census station, I placed baits 
successively (at ~ 15-min intervals) at each of eight bait 
stations separated from each other by ~6  m. Posi­
tioned on «4-cm 2 paper squares, baits consisted either 
of cotton soaked in saturated sugar solution or of small 
cheese fragments. One sugar and one cheese bait were 
placed on the leaf litter at each station and on leaf 
surfaces or small branches 1-2 m above the ground. 
Arboreal baits were positioned at random with respect 
to plant species, and all baits were a minimum of 1 m 
apart.
I observed the baits at a single station constantly for 
a 10-min period and recorded the number of minutes 
before discovery by AG and other ant species. After 
the period of constant monitoring, I moved to a new 
bait station but returned to each previous station to 
record identities and numbers of ants at 20-, 30-, and 
60-min intervals after stations were established.
Interactions o f ants and plants
A variety of AG ants at different localities have been 
reported to carry the seeds of AG plants back to their 
nest sites (Ule 1905 and 1906, Kleinfeldt 1978, Mad­
ison 1979). To verify these observations for the suite 
of AG ants and epiphytes present at Cocha Cashu, I 
collected seeds from all AG epiphyte species for which
I could secure newly mature fruits. In independent trials 
for each epiphyte, six seeds were placed on a broad leaf 
surface or tree trunk where activity of AG ants was 
high, and the seeds were observed until they had been 
carried back to nests. In the same manner, six seeds 
from each of three AG epiphytes were offered to work­
ers of four common ant species that did not nest in 
association with epiphytes, and responses of these 
species were noted. Within each test, all seeds of a given 
species were from the same mature plant, but seeds of 
different parents were used in different trials. Whenever 
possible, I noted the behavior of AG ants toward nat­
urally available fruits and seeds of AG epiphytes. I also 
opened several AG nests (see Interactions of Parabiotic 
Ants, below) to determine treatment of seeds by ants 
inside the nest.
Seeds of the various AG epiphytes differed conspic­
uously in the average amount of attached fruit pulp or 
exocarp. Cafeteria experiments were undertaken to test 
for interspecific differences in the attractiveness of seeds 
to AG ants. Equal numbers of seeds of various AG 
epiphytes were placed in a shallow plastic bait tray
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Table 1. Distribution of ant-garden (AG) aggregations 







High-ground forest 5975 16
Midsuccessional forest 2175 24
Ficus-Cedrela association 1350 31
Cedrela odorata 700 29
Flooded/disturbed forest 1800 39
* Habitats defined by Terborgh (1983).
(12  x 12 cm ) and offered simultaneously to A G  ants 
by taping the bait tray to a branch or vine used as a 
m ajor thoroughfare. Simultaneous availability of m a­
ture epiphyte fruits determ ined the num bers o f plant 
species (3 -6 )  and the numbers o f seeds per species (6­
10, and equal for all species in each test) included in 
each test. I recorded the species o f  epiphyte seeds in 
the order that they were taken from the tray and 
sum m ed the ranks independently for seeds o f each  
species. Between 1984  and 1986 , eight different trials 
were carried out, each in a different A G  aggregation or 
isolate.
Fruit morphology o f AG  epiphytes suggested the 
possibility that birds, monkeys, and bats might also 
disperse fruits and seeds. I assessed responses o f the 
m ost com m on A G  ants to seeds passed through the 
digestive tracts o f  two captive frugivorous bats. A sin­
gle individual o f  each o f two frugivorous species was 
placed alone in a large alum inum  can covered with 
wire mesh. Separate feedings o f  the sam e bats with 
figs o f A G  epiphyte Ficus paraensis  and those o f an 
unidentified congener perm itted safe separation o f the 
two kinds o f seeds from fecal samples passed at dif­
ferent times. Seeds passed by the bats were offered to 
A G  ants in the sam e m anner as reported above, with 
six seeds o f each o f the two fig species offered simul­
taneously.
Interactions o f  parabiotic ants
The majority o f  A G s at C ocha Cashu were occupied  
by both C am ponotus fem oratus  Fab. and C rem ato­
gaster cf. limata parabiotica  (Forel), which not only 
shared foraging trails and territories but also nested in 
different cham bers o f the sam e garden. The exact na­
ture o f this relationship, term ed “ parabiosis” (Forel 
1898), is poorly understood. T o assess w hether the two 
com m on parabiotic ants can occur independently o f  
one another, I looked for these ants throughout the 
forest. Although Ca. fem oratus  was readily identified 
in the field on the basis o f  m orphology, behavior, and 
the odor o f form ic acid, it was necessary to identify 
collections o f  Cr. cf. /. parabiotica  m icroscopically. 
V oucher specimens are in collections o f J. Longino 
(U niversity o f  California, Santa Barbara). W henever 
possible, I also noted the contributions o f the two species 
to nest construction.
A  m ore than twofold difference in body size (length) 
o f the parabiotic ants suggested that the two species 
might on average use resources o f different energetic 
quality. T o test this hypothesis, I established bait sta­
tions consisting o f  three small cotton balls ( ~ 1 .5  cm  
in diam eter) soaked in honey solutions that gave read­
ings o f 5, 10, and 20%  sucrose equivalents, respec­
tively, on a hand refractom eter (A m erican Optical tem ­
perature compensated model num ber 10430). Numbers 
o f workers o f  each species using each o f the baits were 
recorded at 10-m in intervals over a 190-m in  period. 
Cotton balls were replenished with the respective hon­
ey solutions at 40 , 80 , 120, and 160 min. Four such  
tests were carried out in O ctober o f 1983 , each on a 
different day and in a different A G  aggregation.
T o assess the distribution o f an£-species am ong  
cham bers and the probable resources o f  larvae, I dis­
mantled a num ber o f A G  nests on host trees destined 
to be lost through riverbank erosion. Ants were col­
lected on a white plastic ground cloth after spraying 
nests with Resm ithrin insecticide. I searched am ong  
ants that had fallen and ants that rem ained in the nests 
to determ ine the num ber o f species present and the 
num ber o f  queens per species.
R e s u l t s  
Censuses o f  AGs an d  ants
AG  censuses o f  ~ 1 2  km o f  trail revealed 8 7 9  gar­
dens, or an average o f one garden every 14 m. As AG  
ants com m only foraged over distances as great as 10 
m, aggregations were classified as continuous if gardens 
were encountered at least every 2 0  m along the trail. 
So defined, aggregations occurred over ~  16—39%  of  
the study area, depending on habitat type (Table 1). 
Least well-represented in m ore m ature forests on rel­
atively high ground, gardens reached their greatest 
abundance in the m ost frequently flooded habitats, Fi- 
cus-C edrela  forest, C edrela  forest, and flooded/dis­
turbed forest. M idsuccessional forest, a m osaic o f sea­
son ally  in u n d ated  and h igh -grou n d  p a tch e s, w as 
interm ediate with respect to disturbance by flooding 
(Terborgh 1983) and to representation o f AG s. W ithin  
high-ground forest and m idsuccessional forest, AG s 
occurred alm ost exclusively in disturbed patches such 
as treefall zones and along borders o f  the river, an 
oxbow  lake, and a seasonally and deeply inundated  
Ficus trigona swamp. H eliconia metallica, an under­
story plant characteristic o f flooded forests, was present 
in m ost A G  areas and used as a resource plant by AG  
ants tending hom optera.
Ants showed m uch interspecific variation in a ttrac­
tion to sugar baits, but all foraged avidly for cheese 
baits, to which the following analyses are restricted. 
Ants other than parabiotic species discovered a sig­
nificantly sm aller fraction o f  arboreal baits per unit 
tim e in A G  areas than in areas without A G s (Fig. 1 A). 
This relationship held even during continuous m oni-
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Fig. I. (A) Percentages of arboreal cheese baits discovered 
after various time intervals by parabiotic AG ants (Campo­
notus femoral us) and/or Crematogaster cf. limata parabiotica,
•------ • ) and by all other ants combined within (O........O) and
outside of (□------ □) AG areas. Two-tailed probabilities in
Mann-Whitney U tests are: *.02 < P £  .05; **.01 < P < .02; 
***p  < .01. (B) Same data as in Fig. 1A, but for terrestrial 
cheese baits. For all time periods, percentages of baits dis­
covered by AG ants exceed percentages for other ants inside 
AG areas at P < .01.
toring o f baits over the first 10-m in period, suggesting 
that these ants were less num erous or less active in AG  
areas than in areas without A G s. Rates o f  discovery  
o f terrestrial baits by other than parabiotic ants were 
statistically indistinguishable between A G  areas and 
paired areas lacking A G s (Fig. IB ). Together, para­
biotic AG  ants discovered both arboreal and terrestrial 
baits at a faster rate than did all other ant species co m ­
bined (Fig. 1A and B). This relationship was significant 
over the initial 10-m in observation period and may 
indicate that AG  ants were m ore num erous or more 
active than ants o f all other species com bined. Finally, 
ants as a whole discovered a greater percentage o f baits 
per unit tim e in AG  areas than did ants in areas without 
AGs.
Ants in four different subfamilies and seven species 
nested in Cocha Cashu AG s but differed markedly in 
their abundance and distribution (Table 2). Together,
C am ponotus fem oratus  and C rem atogaster cf. limata 
parabiotica  occupied large aggregations o f gardens scat­
tered throughout the forest. Jointly or independently, 
these species inhabited 94 .5 %  o f 7 5 8  ant-occupied gar­
dens at Cocha Cashu, and 98 .2 %  o f these gardens ap­
peared (w ithout dism antling nests, but see below) to 
contain both parabiotic species. Although a species of  
Solenopsis  (subgenus D iploroptrum ) nested with un­
determined frequency in gardens occupied by Ca. f e ­
m oratus and Cr. cf. /. parabiotica, the term  “ parabiot­
ic” is reserved here for the relationship between Ca. 
fem oratus  and Cr. cf. I. parabiotica.
Azteca  cf. traili occurred on all but three o f the in­
habited A G s lacking parabiotic ants. O f these 39  gar­
dens, 84 .6%  occurred in large A G  aggregations, and 
15.4%  were in isolates. This distribution differed sig­
nificantly from that o f parabiotic ants, for which 94 .4%  
o f 7 1 6  gardens occurred in aggregations and only 5.6%  
in isolates (P  =  .0 2 6  in a two-tailed Fisher E xact Test).
Scored as deteriorating were 5 .1%  o f Azteca  AG s, 
6 .1%  o f those inhabited by either or both parabiotic 
species (including 25 .0 %  o f those with Cr. cf. I. p a ra ­
biotica alone), and all three gardens with O dontom a- 
chus and Pheidole  ants. Tw o o f these three gardens had 
fallen to the ground and possibly had been abandoned  
by previous inhabitants. O dontom achus  and P heidole 
ants were relatively inconspicuous, and their presence 
m ay have been overlooked in a small fraction o f the 
118 AG s scored as lacking ants.
Epiphytes
Ten “ A G -restricted” epiphytes, representing seven 
plant families, appeared to becom e established exclu­
sively or alm ost exclusively on AG s (Table 3). Peper- 
om ia m acrostachya  was by far the m ost frequent res­
ident and dom inant o f A G s. Only P. m acrostachya  (5 
o f 6 7 4  sightings). Ficus paraensis  (1 o f 2 0 2  sightings),
Table 2. Ant-garden ants at Cocha Cashu (Madre de Dios, 





Dolichoderinae Azteca cf. traili* (0 .70-1.30) 4.5
Formicinae Camponotus femoratus*^ r 80.4
(1.20-1.50)
Mvrmicinae Crematogaster cf. limata para- 81.6
biotica*% (0.55)
Solenopsis$ (0.20) ND
Pheidole sp. 1§ (0.70) 0.1
Pheidole sp. 2 (nd) 0.1
Ponerinae Odontomachus haematodus% 0.2
(2.15)
* Ants incorporate vertebrate feces into nest carton. Data 
consist of 37 independent recorded observations for para­
biotic ants and experimental tests on two colonies of A. cf. 
traili. Data are not available for other species, 
t  Percent of 876 AGs (with or without ants).
Same symbol indicates capacity for the indicated species 
to nest in different chambers of same AG.
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Table 3. AG epiphytes at Cocha Cashu. Epiphyte classes 







Anthurium gracile 29.0 8.2
Anthurium sp. nov.f 2.6 2.1
Philodendron megalo- 15.0 9.6
Bromeliaceae
phyllum 
Neoregelia sp. 1.8 1.4
Streptocalyx longifolius 3.2 1.3
Cactaceae Epiphyllum phyllanthus 12.6 3.6
Gesneriaceae Codonanthe uleana 15.8 2.9
Moraceae Ficus paraensis 22.9 12.1
Piperaceae Peperomia macrostach- 76.1 51.3
Solanaceae
ya
Markea ulei 6.6 1.9
Gesneriaceae
Rare AG epiphytes 
Codonanthe (Codonan­ 0.2 0.4
Orchidaceae
thopsis) sp. 2 
Vanilla planifolia 0.7 0.5
Araceae
Epiphytes not AG-restricted 
Anthurium clavigerum 3.1 2.1
Monstera adansonii 1.2 1.0
Syngonium spp. 0.9 0.1
Philodendron sp. 0.3 0.5
Orchidaceae Epidendron sp. 0.1 0.0
Piperaceae Peperomia sp. 2 0.1 0.0
Pteridophyta Various species 3.2 1.0
1.00to0)at« 0.80 - CO
0> 0.60
S  «£ > 0.40 LL -2:<V
5  0.20
.6 7 6  .6 5 8  .0 0 7  .0 1 8  .0 0 6  .1 4 3  . 0 0 0  .8 5 6  .0 0 0  .2 3 6  






Q ® (D <
0.40
0.20
.0 0 9  .04 1  .0 0 6  .0 2 8  .3 5 1  .0 4 0  .0 0 0  .8 1 6  .0 0  1 .5 9 6  
713 363 61 22 14 86 69 23 15 10 11S3 I
l 1 1 1i
1 I 1
* Percents of AGs occupied or dominated by epiphyte 
species. Percents based, respectively, on all censused gardens 
(including those lacking plants and/or ants) or all censused 
AGs for which dominance was scored.
t  Species probably undescribed. Voucher material sent to 
T. Croat, Missouri Botanical Garden.
and Anthurium gracile (6 o f  261 sightings) grew where 
there was no evidence o f previous assocation with AG s 
(rem ains o f A G  substrate an d/or presence o f  other AG  
epiphytes). Relatively small, isolated individuals o f the 
form er two species grew from tree crevices containing 
carton sim ilar to that constructed by CV. cf. I. para- 
biotica. Isolated individuals o f A. gracile, an epiphyte 
with velam entous roots, occasionally grew indepen­
dently o f ant carton.
Tw o additional epiphytes were found only on AG s 
but were too rare for m e to determ ine the extent o f  
their restriction to ant nests (Table 3). In each case, 
these plants resided in w ell-maintained and actively  
tended AG s. Vanilla planifolia grew luxuriantly from  
three AG s on a single host tree inhabited by no other 
epiphytes. By the following year, ants were absent, sub­
strate had deteriorated, and all epiphytes had died. 
Codonanthe (Codonanthopsis) sp. grew on gardens of  
only two host trees, both o f which were occupied by 
the rare Azteca cf. traili.
Eight occasional epiphytes were rare A G  residents 
usually growing elsewhere (Table 3). This heteroge­
neous species group included hem iepiphytic aroids that 
could have grown into A G  associations from  germ i­
nation sites elsewhere. A m ong these species, Anthu-
G Pm Ag Cu Mu Fp Ph Ep An SI N 
Epiphyte species 
Fig. 2. (A) Frequency distributions of all AGs (G) or AGs 
with specific epiphytes (Pm through N) at 0 -4  m (■), 5-10 m 
(H), 10-20 m (□), or > 20 m (E3) canopy elevation. Epiphyte 
species are: Pm. Peperomia macrostachya\ Ag, Anthurium 
gracile-, Cu, Codonanthe uleana\ Mu, Markea ulei; Fp, Ficus 
paraensis’, Ph, Philodendron mega!ophyllum\ Ep, Epiphyllum 
phyllanthus', An, Anthurium sp. nov.; SI, Streptocalvx longi­
folius', and N, Neoregelia sp. Distributions of AGs with focal 
epiphytes were compared with distributions of AGs without 
these epiphytes in chi square tests (corrected where necessary 
for small sample sizes) or by Fisher Exact Tests when dictated 
by small sample sizes. (B) Frequencies of dominance occur­
rences (DO) on AGs in relation to AG elevation, for epiphytes 
Pm through N. G is the frequency distribution of elevations 
of all AGs for which both elevation and dominance were 
scored. Significance levels (above) and sample sizes (below) 
are shown above bars in both A and B.
rium clavigerum was exceptionally abundant in AGs. 
Three small individuals had obviously germ inated in 
gardens, but five others m ay have grown into gardens 
secondarily. Various unidentified ferns were occasional 
residents only o f A G s with deteriorating substrate, and 
only one o f their 29  occurrences was on a garden a c­
tively tended by both parabiotic ants.
Distributions o f A G -restricted  epiphytes differed in- 
terspecifically in relation to canopy height, vine tangles, 
A G  size, and epiphyte diversity (Figs. 2, 3, 4 , and 5). 
Six species were overrepresented in occurrence, d om ­
inance, or both in relatively light-intense environm ents  
o f higher canopy strata (Fig. 2A  and B). These included  
Anthurium gracile, Codonanthe uleana, Ficus paraen­
sis, Epiphyllum phyllanthus, Streptocalyx longifolius, 
and Neoregelia sp., although the trend was not signif­
icant at low sample sizes for Neoregelia. This sam e  
suite o f  species also exhibited negative associations
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Fig. 3. Frequency of all AGs (G) or AGs with specific 
epiphytes (Pm through N) growing in vine tangles. Species 
identifications, sample sizes, and probability levels are shown 
as in Fig. 2. Distributions of AGs with focal epiphytes were 
compared in chi square tests or Fisher Exact Tests with dis­
tributions of AGs lacking these epiphytes.
with darker vine tangles, again excepting species with 
low sample sizes (S. longifolius and Neoregelia\ Fig. 3). 
O f these light-demanding species, four were signifi­
cantly overrepresented in occurrence or in both o c­
currence and dom inance on large A G s, A. gracile  was 
overrepresented on small gardens, and sizes o f AGs 
with and without C. uleana  were statistically indistin­
guishable (Fig. 4A  and B). Significantly associated with 
AGs o f high epiphyte diversity were all o f  the species 
in this group except N eoregelia, which was significantly 
overrepresented on low -diversity AG s (Fig. 5).
Distributions o f the rem aining four A G -restricted  
epiphytes suggest greater shade tolerance. Peperom ia  
macrostachya, M arkea ulei, and P hilodendron m egalo- 
phyllum  were overrepresented in occurrence and/or  
dom inance on gardens in the lower strata (Fig. 2A  and  
B). (The com m onness o f P. m acrostachya  makes visual 
com parisons difficult in these figures.) Parallel trends 
in A. sp. nov. lacked significance at low sample sizes. 
Alone am ong these four species. P. macrostachya  
showed a significant association with vine tangles (Fig.
3). In both occurrence and dom inance, P. m acrostach­
ya was significantly overrepresented on small AG s. 
while the other three species were statistically associ­
ated with larger gardens (bordering on significance for 
low sample sizes in A. sp. nov.). Correlated with this, 
P. macrostachya  was statistically overrepresented on 
gardens with low epiphyte diversity and the other three 
species, on high-diversity gardens (trend significant only 
for M . ulei). On gardens easily observed in the low 
forest strata, P. m acrostachya  was alm ost always the 
first plant to colonize newly established gardens. Thus, 
despite its tendency to occur in the understory, d om ­
inance by this species typically increased with elevation  
in the canopies o f host trees with gardens in m ore than 
one elevational class (76 .5%  o f 17 cases in which d om ­
inance changed with height class).
Depressed abundances characterized m ost A G  epi­
phytes on AG s with deteriorating substrate (Fig. 6). At 
low sample sizes, this trend was not significant for the 
two brom eliads. Anthurium  sp. nov. was exceptional 
in its significant overrepresentation on poor substrate.
Finally, distributions o f  at least som e AG  epiphytes 
m ay be influenced by the identities o f  their ant asso­
ciates. All but two plant species occurred at lower fre­
quencies on Azteca  gardens than on those tended by 
parabiotic ants, but this trend was significant in Fisher 
E xact Tests only for P. m acrostachya (P  .0 0 1 ), F. 
paraensis  (P  =  .0 0 8 ), Ph. m egalophyllum  (P  =  .0 3 2 ), 
and E . phyllanthus (P  =  .0 3 2 ). Reversal o f this trend  
was not significant for M . ulei. The rare C. (C odon- 
anthopsis) sp. grew only on Azteca  A G s, but its o c­
currences on two host trees in the sam e aggregation  
were probably not independent events.
A G  hosts
Calyptranthes cf. lanceolata  hosted A G s o f  para­
biotic ants at a higher frequency than did neighboring 
trees o f sim ilar size but different species. Along 1.2 km  
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Fig. 4. (A) Frequency distributions of all AGs (G) or AGs 
with specific epiphytes (Pm through N) in small (■), medium 
(13), and large (□) size classes of AGs. (B) Frequencies of 
dominance occurrences (DO) on AGs in relation to AG size 
class, for epiphytes Pm through N. G is the frequency distri­
bution of size classes for all AGs for which both size class 
and dominance were scored. In both A and B, species des­
ignations, sample sizes, and significance levels are shown as 
in Fig. 2. Distributions of AGs with focal epiphytes were 
compared in chi square tests or Fisher Exact Tests with dis­
tributions of AGs lacking these epiphytes.
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Fig. 5. For epiphytes Pm through A', frequencies of dom­
inance occurrences (DO) on AGs in relation to epiphyte di­
versity on AGs. Diversity classes are one species (■). two 
species (□). three species (□), and four or more species (H). 
Sample sizes and probability levels are shown as in Fig. 2. G 
is the frequency distribution of epiphyte diversity on AGs for 
all AGs for which both diversity and dominance were scored. 
Distributions of AGs with focal epiphytes were compared in 
chi square tests or Fisher Exact Tests with distributions of 
AGs lacking these epiphytes.
> 3  m in stature, 19 o f which contained AG s. In con ­
trast, only one o f 35 control trees contained AG s. This 
difference was highly significant (one-tailed Fisher E x ­
act Test, P <  .001). M any o f the Calyptranthes  that 
lacked fully developed A G s with epiphytes contained  
what m ay have been incipient A G s, or carton shelters 
built over hom optera on leaves, stem s, and, especially, 
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Fig. 7. For two different AG aggregations (A and B), fre­
quency distributions of AG volume on Inga (■) and other 
(□) host trees. For each tree, volume was estimated as the 
summed product of garden size rank (small = 1; medium = 
2; large = 3) and number of AGs per size class. The greater 
AG volume on Inga is significant for A (P < .001) and borders 
on significance for B (P = .065).
G Pm Ag Cu Mu Fp Ph Ep An SI N 
Epiphyte species 
Fig. 6. Frequency of all AGs (G) or AGs with specific 
epiphytes (Pm through N) composed of deteriorating or poor 
substrate (see Habitat and Methods: Study Site and Plant 
Censuses). Species identifications, sample sizes, and proba­
bility levels are shown as in Fig. 2. G is the frequency of 
gardens on poor substrate for all gardens censused. 36.1% of 
these gardens contained no epiphytes. In contrast, only 5.4% 
of gardens with well-maintained substrate contained no epi­
phytes. This difference is significant at P < .001 in a chi square 
test. Distributions of AGs with focal epiphytes were compared 
in chi square tests or Fisher Exact Tests with distributions of 
AGs lacking these epiphytes.
Parabiotic A G  ants also nested disproportionately  
in Inga  trees. In the first A G  aggregation, 12 o f 14 Inga  
trees and 37 o f 66  control trees hosted A G s (one-tailed  
Fisher E xact Test, P  =  .0 2 7 ). Seven of eight In ga  in 
the second Inga  grove and only eight o f 17 control 
trees contained AG s (P  =  .0 1 2 ). Am ong hosts o f AG s, 
estim ated total A G  volum e (num ber x size ranking) 
was greater on average on Inga  than on control trees 
(Fig. 7). This difference was significant for the first 
census (M ann-W hitney t /[12.,6] =  6 7 .5 , one-tailed P  <  
.0 0 1 ), but only bordered on significance in the second  
census ( t /|8 8) =  17.0 , one-tailed P  =  .0 6 5 ). In neither 
census did estim ated tree size differ between Inga  and 
control trees (L'II2 36] =  189, tw o-tailed P  =  .5 2 0  and 
£7(8.8] =  2 1 .5 , P =  .270).
O f 12 prom inent hosts o f Azteca  AG s (four identified 
in 1986 from outside the previously censused area), 
fully eight were Cordia nodosa. This understory treelet 
occurs at low densities throughout much o f the Cocha  
Cashu trail system, but accounted for only 2 o f 359  
stems identified in the G entry tree plots (see H abitat 
and M ethods: Study Site and Plant Censuses).
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Table 4. Some traits of AG epiphytes.*







Anthurium Red berries Sticky, gelatinous matrix 1, 2 Not conspicuous
gracile''
Anthurium sp.N Lavender-pink berries 
on threads
Pulp 1, 2 Not conspicuous
Philodendron
megalophyl-
White berries; strong, 
sweet smell
Sticky, gelatinous matrix 1, 2 Petiole at leaf base; nec­
taries
lumN
Neoregelia sp.' Blue berries Sticky, gelatinous ma­





Blue berries White aril; sticky gelati­
nous matrix
1, 2, 3 4, 5, 6 Not conspicuous
Epiphyllum
phyllanthus''
Large, fleshy, ripening 
pink




Fleshy blue capsule Fading yellow aril; 
sticky gelatinous ma­
trix
1, 2, 3 4, 5, 6 New leaves; nectaries 
Developing fruits; nec­
taries





Pendent spike, crowded, 
exserted one-seeded 
drupes
Flesh-colored arils 1, 2, 3 4, 5, 6 Developing fruits 
(oil?);tt glands




c n  N 1 >
Capsule, drying open Wing; tiny aril 1, 2 Abaxial leaves; nectaries
sp.
Anthurium Pink berries Pulp 1 1 Not conspicuous
clavigerumNU
* Data also summarized in Kleinfeldt (1986) with some differences.
t  Greenhouse plants known to be capable of selfing? Superscript Y = yes; N = no; ND = no data.
t  Fruit dispersal by vertebrates: A. g. and Ph. m.: monkeys Cebus apella and Saimiri sciureus (D. W. Davidson, personal 
observation and C. Mitchell, persona! communication); E. p.: Cebus albifrons (Terborgh 1983) and Cebus apella (C. Mitchell, 
personal communication); C. u.: avian frugivores Paroaria gularis and Ramphocelus carbo (S. Robinson, personal commu­
nication); E. p.\ Saimiri sciureus (C. Mitchell, personal communication) and bats (L. Emmons, personal communication and 
this study); P. m.\ seeds in droppings beneath bat roosts (D. W. Davidson, personal observations).
§ Tests of single colonies of ant species: 1 = Ca. femoratus; 2 = Azteca cf. traili\ 3 = Hypoclinea bidens\ 4 = Camponotus 
sericeiventris\ 5 = Dolichoderus imbecillus; 6 = Zacryptocerus spinosa. Entries are lacking for ant species not tested for particular 
seed species. Except for A. clavigerum. entries signify unanimous treatment of each of six seeds offered, 
f t  Moore 1973.
Madison I 979.
A nt-plant interactions
W orkers o f Ca. fem oratus, A. cf. traili, and H ypo­
clinea bidens consistently retrieved seeds o f all AG  
epiphytes whose seeds were available for tests (Table
4). However, only two o f six A nthurium  clavigerum  
seeds were taken to the nest by Ca. fem o ra tu s ; the 
rem ainder were investigated and consistently rejected. 
W orkers o f Cr. cf. limata parabiotica  dem onstrated  
great interest in the seeds and foraged on fruit pulp, 
but were too small to carry seeds farther than 1 -2  cm . 
Seeds of three A G  epiphytes were consistently rejected  
by three species that do not tend AGs.
W orkers o f Ca. fem o ra tus  and A. cf. traili frequently 
carried naturally available seeds o f A G -restricted epi­
phytes back to their nests. C am ponotus  regularly pa­
trolled infructescences and rem oved seeds as fruits rip­
ened. In addition to harvesting exposed seeds o f P.
macrostachya, ants broke open the pericarp o f ripe 
fruits o f M. ulei, A. gracile, and C. uleana  to rem ove  
seeds. Fruit pulp and sticky, gelatinous m aterial coating  
epiphyte seeds were collected independently o f the seeds 
themselves.
Disparities in the numbers and species o f seeds avail­
able for inclusion in cafeteria experim ents led to small 
sample sizes for pairwise com parisons. Nevertheless, 
the concordance o f  rankings from  different cafeteria  
trials (Appendix and Table 5, with few nonzero entries 
below the diagonal) dem onstrates that som e transitive 
property o f seeds determ ines a consistent ranking o f  
attractiveness to ants.
O ccasional sightings confirm ed that a variety o f ver­
tebrates collects fruits o f A G  epiphytes (Table 4). E x ­
periments with caged bats verified that Ca. fem oratus  
could discrim inate seeds o f Ficus paraensis  from those
Table 5. Results of cafeteria trials to determine preferences of Camponotus femoratus workers for seeds of various AG 
epiphytes.*
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Species with higher preference ranking
Pm Fp Ph SI Mu Ag An Cu
Species with lower Pm — 2 0 4 3 7 1 4
preference ranking Fp 1 — 1 2 3 3 1 1
Ph 1 0 — — 1 1 1 —
SI 0 0 — — 2 5 3
Mu 0 0 0 1 _ 4 1
Ag 0 0 0 0 0 — 1 5
An 0 0 0 — 0 0 — —
Cu 0 0 - 0 0 0 — —
* Entries are numbers of trials (out of 8) with the preference indicated. Dashes indicate that no comparisons were made. 
Epiphyte species designations as in Fig. 2. Concordance and transitivity of rankings from separate trials are highly significant 
(analysis in Appendix).
o f an unidentified congener after seeds o f  both species 
had passed completely through the digestive tracts of  
bats. In independent trials with single caged individ­
uals o f Vampyrops helleri and U roderm a bilobatum, 
all six seeds o f F . paraensis  were carried into the nest 
within a 20-m in  period after the seeds were offered. 
Twelve hours later, seeds o f  the unknown fig still had 
not been rem oved. In each case, these differences were 
statistically significant in Fisher E xact Tests (one-tailed, 
P  < .0 0 1 ). Although seeds o f the two figs m ay have 
differed slightly in size and m ass, both were well within 
the size range o f seeds regularly carried by Ca. fe m o ra ­
tus, and workers typically backed away from seeds of  
the unknown fig without handling them.
Inside dissected nests, epiphyte seeds lay in the sep­
arate brood cham bers o f  both Ca. fem o ra tus  and Cr. 
cf. limata parabiotica  with developing larvae. Intact 
seeds rem ained appended to walls o f  even deserted  
brood cham bers, and num bered in the hundreds to 
thousands, even in very small AG s (~  1 8 -2 0 0  cm 1). I 
found no evidence o f  seed destruction or partial con ­
sumption by ants.
Finally, ants m ay influence growth environm ents of  
epiphytes by carrying vertebrate feces into their nests 
(Table 2). Although small ant fecal pellets were ap­
parent in disassembled nests, it was difficult to deter­
mine with certainty whether the ants characteristically  
leave fecal pellets inside their nests, rather than dis­
carding them.
Q ueen nu m ber a n d  parabiosis
As m any as three ant species m aintained separate 
brood cham bers in a single AG . In order o f increasing 
nest volum e ( ~ 1 8 ,  58 , 180, and 576  c m ’ , and 0 .6 5  
m 3), disassembled AG s contained two, one, one, four, 
and 31 dealate queens o f Ca. fem oratus. Although Cr. 
cf. limata parabiotica  m aintained brood cham bers in 
three o f  the five nests, dealate, physogastric queens 
(two) were found only in the 18 0 -cm 3 A G . A queenright 
colony o f Solenopsis  (Diploroptrum ) sp. occurred in the 
5 7 6 -c m 3 A G , and som e Solenopsis workers were found 
in brood cham bers o f  Ca. fem oratus. Dissection o f four
small- to m edium -sized Azteca  A G s in one A G  isolate 
and two small gardens in a second isolate revealed no 
m em bers o f the reproductive castes.
Surveys o f  forest trails revealed no Ca. fem oratus  
colonies living independently o f  Cr. cf. limata p a ra ­
biotica. Although AG s m ay have lacked queens and 
even workers o f the latter species, Cr. cf. limata parabi­
otica always occurred in large num bers on the surfaces 
an d/or in the im m ediate vicinities o f these gardens. 
Twenty collections o f Crem atogaster from forest areas 
lacking Ca. fem oratus  were identified by J. Longino as 
Cr. cf. /. parabiotica. Although capable o f building car­
ton runways along tree crevices and carton shelters 
over scale insect resources, Cr. cf. I. parabiotica  never 
nested in large carton nests in the absence o f Ca. f e ­
moratus. Nests were located in hollow stems o f various 
plants and were not associated with epiphytes.
At both artificial and naturally available food sources, 
Ca. fem oratus  aggressively usurped higher quality re­
sources from  Cr. cf. /. parabiotica  but did not exclude
Table 6. Numbers of workers of each of the two common 








20% 10% 5% P < t
1 Camponotus femoratus 75 8 13
Crematogaster parabi­
otica
162 119 200 .000
2 Ca.f. 20 8 5
Cr. p. 83 85 50 .049
3 C a.f. 10 10 2
Cr. p. 105 64 42 .254
4 Ca.f. 42 28 10
Cr. p. 75 99 83 .001
* Within an experiment, data are lumped for 10 evenly 
spaced observation periods over a 190-min interval.
t  Probability (Pearson x 2) that worker distributions of the 
two species over baits of different quality differ due to chance 
alone. Combining probabilities from each of the four tests 
(see Sokal and Rohlf 1969: 621-624) gives x 2 = 63.49 and 
P < .001.
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the smaller species from  poorer quality resources. In 
experim ents with three concentrations o f  honey solu­
tions, Ca. fem oratus  fed disproportionately from  high­
ly concentrated solutions in each of four experim ents  
(Table 6). Although in no case were num bers o f  the 
smaller ants negatively correlated with those o f larger 
ants feeding from  m ore concentrated solutions, Ca. 
fem oratus  workers frequently interfered with feeding 
by smaller ants by actively chasing them away. Ca. 
fem oratus  also fed at the large foliar nectaries o f host 
trees Inga m arginata  and I. ruiziana, and defended 
these against intrusions by the sm aller species (D. W . 
Davidson, personal observations). H ow ever, the larger 
ants ignored much sm aller nectaries o f Hasseltia flo- 
ribunda  (Flacourtiaceae), Sapium  ixam asense  (Eu- 
phorbiaceae), and C itharexylum  poeppigii (Verbena- 
ceae). Table 7 docum ents the considerably higher nectar 
production rates and slightly higher nectar concentra­
tions o f the two Inga  species com pared with H . flori- 
bunda.
D iscussion  
AG  epiphytes
The natural history o f  AG  epiphytes at Cocha Cashu 
resembles that described in studies for other regions 
o f northern and western A m azonia. Representatives of  
several families o f  both m onocots and dicots share the 
A G  habitat and often grow in the sam e gardens (Ule 
1901, 1905, 1906 , Prance 1973 , M adison 1979). E s­
tablishment o f  the com m onest A G  epiphytes appears 
to be principally or exclusively restricted to AG s (Ule 
1901 , M adison 1979 , but see Kleinfeldt 1986). Seeds 
o f these same epiphytes are attractive to AG ants, which 
consistently carry propagules back to their carton nests 
(Ule 1905, 1906 , Kleinfeldt 1978 , M adison 1979). 
Plants supply ant resources in the form o f  seed attach ­
m ents, pearl bodies, and sweet exudates o f extrafloral 
nectaries an d/or hom optera (reviewed in Kleinfeldt 
1986). M oreover, fibrous roots o f  som e AG  epiphytes 
ram ify through ant carton, lending it greater structural 
integrity (U le 1905 , 1906 , M adison 1979, Kleinfeldt 
1986).
The AG  flora at Cocha Cashu consists o f six light- 
demanding and four shade-tolerant epiphytes. All are 
from families rich in epiphytes (Kress 1986), and m ost 
have light requirements typical o f congeners (Richards 
1952). W ithin each group, species with lower invest­
m ent in support structures and earlier m aturity (P eper- 
om ia macrostachya, A nthurium  gracile, and Codon- 
anthe uleana) tend to occur in smaller and less diverse 
A G  com m unities than do species investing heavily in 
woody stem s (Ficus paraensis  and M arkea  ulei) or m a­
turing relatively late. Thus, reproductive individuals 
o f  late-m aturing A nthurium  sp. nov. and Philodendron  
m egalophyllum  typically grew in abandoned gardens 
on tree trunks ~  10 m  below crowns with active AGs 
in their foliage. N eoregelia  sp., a “ tank brom eliad”
Table 7. Quality and quantity of extrafloral nectar produced 









Plant species no. N X 5 lents)
Inga ruizianac [be 10 1.9 0.8 12.5
12.5
10.5





I. marginata1* 1 7 5.9 2.9 15.5
17.0
2 11 6.1 3.4 18.5
18.5
16.5
Hasseltia lb 2 0.2 0.1 9.0
floribundadc 2C 3 0.2 0.1 8.0
* Nectar was measured in 1 /nL microcapillary pipettes to 
the nearest ‘/z or Vj mL. N = number of measurements of nectar 
per nectary (Inga species) or nectaries per microlitre (//. flo- 
ribunda, which has very low nectar production rates). For 
plants or species marked with the same superscript letter, 
differences in plant (b,c) or species (d) nectar volumes or 
species nectar concentrations (e) are significant in Mann- 
Whitney U tests at probability levels ranging from .05 to .001.
(e.g., Benzing 1970), is exceptional in occurring on large 
gardens o f low diversity. Mineral nutrition derived from  
decaying debris am ong tank leaves m ay allow this 
species to outlast an d /or overgrow  other epiphytes on 
crowded or deserted AG s. Altogether, these observa­
tions suggest that the assem bly o f  epiphyte com m u ­
nities on AG s is governed by processes sim ilar to those 
governing species com position and succession in other 
plant com m unities (H uston and Smith 1987).
Interspecific differences in growth rate, age at m a­
turity, and other traits m ay affect the interactions o f  
these epiphytes with ant associates. Pioneer and early- 
m aturing species tend to be particularly abundant and 
widespread across their constantly renewing habitats 
(see also Prance 1973 and M adison 1979) and may  
contribute disproportionately to ant nutrition and/or  
to the structural support o f ant carton. Epiphytes pro­
ducing extrafloral nectar, hom opteran honeydew, or 
pearl bodies m ay partially subsidize ant activities in 
relation to plants that produce no food rewards. A n ­
thurium  sp. nov. is a particularly likely candidate as a 
parasite o f m utualistic associations between A G  ants 
and other epiphytes (see Janzen 1974 for a similar 
parasitism  in Asian epiphytes). It produces no obvious 
food substance on vegetative tissues, often reproduces 
after ants have m oved their nests, and has dense and 
invasive velam entous roots that gradually exclude both 
other epiphytes and Ca. fem oratus  nest cham bers.
Consistent interspecific differences in seed a ttrac­
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tiveness to Ca. fem oratus  (Table 5) cannot account for 
differences in epiphyte distributions. The m ost abun­
dant epiphyte, P. macrostachya, has the least preferred 
seed. M oreover, although the rank order o f  attractive­
ness appears to be based on som e transitive property, 
it is not obviously correlated with the plant’s probable 
contribution to ant nutrition. Fo r example, arillate seeds 
o f P. macrostachya  rank below seeds bearing no ap­
parent nutritional supplements other than occasionally  
adhering fruit pulp (F. paraensis, M . ulei, and A nthu­
rium  sp. nov.). Preferences are also uncorrelated with 
long-term expectation o f food supplements, as seeds 
o f im portant resource species such as F. paraensis  and 
early-m aturing P. m acrostachya  rank lower than seeds 
o f late-m aturing species that produce no extrafloral 
nectar or pearl bodies (A nthurium  sp. nov. and Strep­
tocalyx longifolius).
Tw o final observations also suggest that seed a ttrac­
tiveness does not depend purely on nutritional criteria. 
Arillate seeds o f  three AG  epiphytes were consistently 
rejected by three ant species that do not tend AG s 
(Table 4). Although Ca. sericeiventris and D olichoderus  
im becillus are generalized foragers like Ca. fem oratus  
(D. W . D avidson, personal observation), their workers 
often responded to epiphyte seeds by alarm ing an d/or 
fleeing. Second, the capacity o f  Ca. fem o ra tus  to iden­
tify F . paraensis  seeds that had passed through the 
digestive tracts o f bats also suggests the im portance of  
nonnutritional cues in seed recognition. This finding 
is also im portant in refuting W heeler’s (1 9 2 1 ) assertion  
that dispersal o f epiphyte seeds by ants cannot play a 
role in epiphyte colonization o f  widely separated AGs.
Ants
Ants associated with A G s at C ocha Cashu are gen­
erally representative o f  A G  ants in other parts o f A m a­
zonia (Ule 1906, W heeler 1921, W eber 1943a , b, Prance 
1973). Parabiotic Ca. fem o ra tus  and Cr. cf. /. parabi- 
otica dom inate num erically. Solenopsis  sp., occurring  
at unknown frequency in gardens o f parabiotic ants, 
belongs to subgenus Diploroptrum , whose m em bers 
parasitize broods o f  other ants (H olldobler 1928). The 
rarity o f  foraging by these ants outside the nests and 
the presence o f workers in brood cham bers o f  Ca. f e ­
moratus suggest they m ay parasitize broods here as 
well. Contrary to previous interpretations (W heeler 
1921, Kleinfeldt 1986), Azteca  ants cultivate A G s suc­
cessfully. Like parabiotic species, these ants gather seeds 
o f  A G  epiphytes and incorporate vertebrate feces into 
nest carton. However, their nest carton is noticeably  
m ore brittle and less rich in organic m atter than that 
o f parabiotic ants, and m ost epiphytes fare relatively 
poorly here.
Even within A G  aggregations o f  parabiotic species, 
Azteca  A G s typically occurred as small enclaves in one 
or a few host trees. Differences in the reproductive  
biology o f  ants m ay explain the relatively high p ro­
portion o f  Azteca  A G s classed as isolates (see also Ule
1906). Six disassembled Azteca  nests lacked queens, 
suggesting that, as reported for Azteca traili elsewhere 
(G om ez 1974 , 1977), this polydom ous species is m o- 
nogynous. In contrast, colonies o f  Ca. fem o ra tus  are 
regularly polygynous and probably fission to form  new 
AG  nests. W orkers occasionally com m ute between 
AG s, som etim es with brood, and show little or no 
hostility to ants from neighboring gardens. Seeds of  
A G  epiphytes must be transported from one garden to 
another, as they appear in nest carton at the earliest 
stages o f nest construction. Polygyny (confirm ed in­
dependently by J. Longino, personal com m unication) 
and colony fissioning m ay also be typical o f  Cr. cf. I. 
parabiotica. On three occasions, workers dragged de- 
alate females into their A G  nests. This behavior is 
characteristic o f  species with secondary polygyny 
(H olldobler and W ilson 1977).
A m ong m ore casual associates o f A G  epiphytes, ants 
in the genera O dontom achus  and Pheidole  probably 
nest opportunistically in abandoned AG s and do not 
appear to m aintain the substrate (see also Kleinfeldt 
1986). Congeners o f these species also nest in loose 
accum ulations o f organic debris (D avidson and Ep­
stein, in press). At least two ant species carry seeds o f  
AG  epiphytes back to nest sites that are inadequate for 
plant growth. H ypoclinea bidens, a congener o f casual 
AG  associates in other parts o f A m azonia (Forel 1912, 
Mann 1912 ; D olichoderus  spp. now classified as H y ­
poclinea), lives in tem porary, rolled-leaf nests bound 
together by a thin line o f  carton. Seeds incorporated  
into this carton do not appear to germ inate. On terra  
firma soils across the Rio M anu, A G  epiphytes grow  
from poorly developed carton structures o f a second  
Azteca  ant nesting regularly on Tococa  sp., but appar­
ently few or no plants becom e reproductively m ature  
on this inadequate substrate.
Parabiosis
Parabiosis is not unique to A G  ants and occurs both 
in other neotropical species (Swain 1977) and in Asian  
Cam ponotus  and Crem atogaster  that do not associate 
with epiphytes (D. W . D avidson, personal observation 
and U . M aschwitz, personal com m unication). Forel’s 
(1 8 9 8 ) epithet is still useful, because the reciprocal fit­
ness consequences to associated species rem ain un­
clear. Several observations suggest that Cr. cf. /. pa ra­
biotica might be a persistent parasite o f  Ca. fem oratus. 
C am ponotus  workers resist (though mildly) m ovem ent 
o f C rem atogaster queens into their nests. W orkers o f  
Cr. cf. I. parabiotica  cannot carry epiphyte seeds over 
long distances to their nests, yet their brood cham bers  
contain these seeds. A relatively high fraction o f nests 
occupied by this species alone was scored as deterio­
rating. Although both parabiotic ants carry feces into 
nests, m ost o f  the organic m aterial incorporated ap­
pears to be due to activities o f Ca. fem oratus, whose 
workers occasionally carry strips o f bark, leaf mulch, 
or portions o f abandoned AG s into their nests. Ants
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similar or identical to Cr. cf. /. parabiotica  nest in stems 
and cavities outside A G s at Cocha Cashu. Carton built 
by these ants over hom optera is typical o f that o f con ­
geners not living in AG s. P oor in organic content, it 
does not support epiphyte growth. W ithin AG  areas, 
some o f  these carton structures are eventually elabo­
rated as AG s, as activities o f Ca. fem oratus  increase 
in the areas. This sequence o f nest-building steps m ay  
explain why at Cocha Cashu, nest cham bers o f Cr. cf. 
/. parabiotica  typically occurred at the centers o f AG s  
(contra W heeler 1921).
Cr. cf. I. parabiotica  m ay benefit from protection by 
Ca. fem oratus  against vertebrates that would open and 
destroy nests, as Ca. fem o ra tus  is am ong the m ost ag­
gressive o f all ants (W heeler 1921 , W ilson 1987). E x­
cited workers regularly either fall or leap onto observers 
from 1 -2  m distance (see also M adison 1979). The ants 
bite fiercely and release form ic acid into wounds. M on­
keys often open stems o f  forest plants to eat ant brood  
but are visibly uncom fortable when collecting epiphyte 
fruits on Inga  trees with large Ca. fem o ra tus  popula­
tions. They leave these host trees to eat the fruits and 
do not open nests to eat ant brood. In contrast, Ca. 
fem oratus  probably confers little protection against at 
least some arm y ants, except if it is preferred over the 
smaller species as prey. During an invasion o f Eciton  
burchelli, workers lined up side by side and immobile 
beneath epiphyte leaves. A rm y ants carried off large 
numbers o f workers and soldiers with apparent dis­
regard for the form ic acid they released.
Indirect evidence suggests that, despite the obser­
vations above, the net effect o f Cr. cf. /. parabiotica  on 
Ca. fem oratus  m ay be only weakly negative or even 
beneficial. First, the latter species regularly builds nests 
around scale insects tended by the smaller ants. Second, 
the larger ants relinquish poor-quality resources to the 
smaller species (Table 6 and Swain 1977). High levels 
o f  activity and aggression may dem and correspond­
ingly high rates o f resource supply and explain why 
small hom opteran nymphs are com m only ignored by 
Ca. fem oratus  but are eventually taken over as they 
grow. For exam ple, scale insects tended by these ants 
on a leaf o f F. paraensis  were significantly larger than  
those tended by Cr. cf. I. parabiotica  on the sam e leaf 
(M ann-W hitney U  test: UvlMn =  0 .0 0 , P  < .0 0 1 ). Sim ­
ilarly, m em bracid nymphs tended by Ca. fem o ra tus  on 
an inflorescence o f H eliconia m etallica  were signifi­
cantly larger than those tended by the sm aller ants on 
the same inflorescence =  10, P  <  .0 0 1 ). If Ca.
fem oratus  cannot forage profitably on poor-quality re­
sources, this species m ay benefit from care provided  
to nymphs by Cr. cf. /. parabiotica  during the early 
developmental stages o f these hom optera. Swain (1 9 7 7 ) 
has suggested that Ca. fem o ra tus  follows recruitm ent 
trails o f Cr. cf. /. parabiotica  and usurps the m ore valu­
able resources. In experim ental trials (D . W . D avidson, 
personal observation), I have been unable to confirm  
interspecific use o f recruitm ent trails. This is not sur­
prising if  trails o f the smaller ants lead as often to poor- 
quality as to high-quality resources. N either did I ob­
serve the reported feeding o f Cr. cf. /. parabiotica  by 
Ca. fem oratus  (W heeler 1921).
AGs in rainforest com m unities
AG  distributions within C ocha Cashu forests accord  
well with naturalists’ observations in other parts o f  
A m azonia. Concentrated in lower forest strata, gardens 
are m ost com m on in areas o f  relatively high light in­
tensity, along borders o f  rivers, lakes and swamps, as 
well as in treefall zones and flooded, disturbed forests 
(W heeler 1921 , W eber 1943a , Prance 1973 , M adison  
1979). Patchiness in AG  distributions is not adequately 
explained as a response to reduction o f  the terrestrial 
ant fauna in flooded forests (Fig. 1A and B). Although 
activities o f other arboreal ants at baits are markedly 
lower in A G  areas than in nearby areas lacking AG s, 
those o f terrestrially foraging ants are statistically in­
distinguishable in the two types o f sites. M oreover, 
both parabiotic species dom inated baits to the exclu­
sion o f all other species contesting baits in the Cocha  
Cashu censuses, except where baits had been placed  
by chance at the nest entrances o f other ants (D . W. 
Davidson, personal observation). Behavioral dom i­
nance m ay allow parabiotic species to m onopolize a r­
boreal resources to the exclusion o f  com peting ants. In 
terrestrial habitats, Ca. fem o ra tus  m ay forage primarily  
for nest m aterials and feces and thus interfere less with 
activities o f other ants.
Both strikingly high abundance o f ants in AG  areas 
and disproportionate representation o f  particular re­
source trees as prom inent AG  hosts suggest that AGs 
may be locally abundant in areas where productivity  
o f ant resources is especially high. Inga  and m any other 
com m on AG  host genera (e.g., Pithecellobium , Senna, 
G uazum a, Sapium , and H asseltia) have extrafloral 
nectaries, and ants regularly m aintain large populations 
o f phloem-feeding hom optera (m em bracids and coc- 
cids) on som e o f  these species as well as on hosts that 
lack such nectaries (Calyptranthes, Rheedia, and Guat- 
teria). Plants with extrafloral nectaries tend to occur at 
higher frequencies in relatively disturbed habitats where 
incident light is m ost intense (Bentley 1977 and this 
study). Rates o f  supply o f resources through hom optera  
m ay also be greatest in these areas.
Although both Cordia nodosa  and Tococa  sp. typi­
cally host ants that do not build carton nests (D avidson  
et al., in press  for C ocha Cashu), associations o f  Azteca 
AG s with these hosts occur in other parts o f A m azonia  
(Forel 1904 , W heeler 1942) and m ay also have their 
basis in ant nutrition. Ants feed on pearl bodies on the 
lower leaf surfaces o f  C. nodosa, and on coccids inside 
the dom atia o f  Tococa  sp. in upland terraces across the 
river from  C ocha Cashu. Long, dense stem trichom es  
characterize both o f these m yrm ecophytic hosts and 
m ay provide som e protection for nests against larger 
com peting and predatory ants (D avidson et al. 1988).
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Low er resource dem ands m ay enable Azteca  ants to 
exploit shaded habitats that are unavailable to para­
biotic species; their regular hosts characteristically grow 
in shaded understory rather than light gaps and edge 
habitats.
The docum ented abundance o f parabiotic AG  ants 
and the specificity o f their associations with habitats  
and host plants suggest a previously unappreciated po­
tential for m em bers o f these symbioses to affect other 
forest species. By building their own nests and culti­
vating certain o f their food resources, AG  ants are, to 
some extent, liberated from  food and nest-site lim i­
tations that often restrict populations o f other ants 
(W ilson 1971, Jeanne and D avidson 1984). Pyrethrin  
“ knock-down” samples o f canopy insects at nearby 
T am bopata N ature Reserve reveal that parabiotic AG  
ants are the m ost abundant ant species in these forests 
(W ilson 1987, Davidson et al. 1988, for Cr. cf. I. p a ra ­
biotica). Studies at Cocha Cashu dem onstrate a likely 
effect of these ants on other ants in the com m unity. In 
view o f their high frequency and abundance on par­
ticular host trees and resource species (e.g., H eliconia  
metallica), it would be surprising if A G  ants had no 
effect (positive or negative) on host-plant fitnesses. R e­
ciprocally, even resource plants that do not host AG s  
may influence the abundance and distribution o f AG  
ants and epiphytes.
O rigin o f  the AG  symbiosis
The natural history o f A G  species can, perhaps, shed 
light on the origins o f the rem arkably diverse A G  sym ­
biosis. A parsim onious hypothesis is that the phenom ­
enon originated as the “ capture” o f  unrelated epiphyte 
taxa by “ frugivorous” arboreal ants that built carton  
around hom optera or nectaries on fruits or their ped­
icels. Kleinfeldt (1 9 7 8 ) observed that Crem atogaster 
longispina  builds carton nests around sugar-secreting  
fruits o f C odonanthe crassifolia, and parabiotic ants in 
this study exhibited the sam e behavior with respect to 
m em bracids at the base o f F. paraensis  fruits. As on 
fruiting Calyptranthes  host trees, where m any extraor­
dinarily sweet fruits regularly rem ain on branches to 
rot, large num bers o f aggressive and chem ically de­
fended ants m ay deter vertebrate dispersers. (The high 
frequency o f autogam y in Table 4 supports M adison’s 
[1979] suggestion that pollinators are deterred as well.) 
If seeds germinated in situ in ant-tended fruits, tree 
seedlings would not fare well, but epiphyte seedlings 
might establish successfully in the nutrient-rich carton. 
If these epiphytes had small (but not m icroscopic) seeds, 
worker ants might even use seeds to transport fruit 
pulp or sweet, gelatinous seed coatings to larval nest 
cham bers. Sticky seeds could becom e fastened to walls 
o f  nest cham bers and becom e difficult to rem ove or 
even useful in nest construction.
In this way, the AG  symbiosis could have arisen  
without special adaptation on the part o f plants or ants. 
Extrafloral nectaries, pearl bodies, and nutritional a t­
tachm ents to seeds are not unique to A G  epiphytes and  
m ay not be special adaptations to A G  life. Similarly, 
m any arboreal ants tend nectaries and hom optera and 
construct carton over these relatively long-lived sources 
o f liquid food. Enlargement o f carton nests could have 
occurred without evolution as an autom atic response 
to added structural support o f nests by epiphyte roots. 
Cam ponotus, Crem atogaster, and Azteca  ants are spe­
cialized to use liquid resources and are unlikely to have 
destroyed seeds while feeding. The extrem e aggression 
o f Ca. fem oratus  might also have preceded the origin 
o f A G s, though it possibly intensified in an environ­
m ent rich in resources. Thus, closely related Ca. ab- 
dom inalis  (W heeler 1921) is also markedly aggressive.
M oreover, transport o f feces to nest sites is not unique 
to AG  ants. M any ants specializing on plant exudates 
collect feces, blood, perspiration, and other sources of  
salts not supplied in the diet (D. W . D avidson, personal 
observation). The frequency o f this behavior and its 
consequent contribution to epiphyte nutrition will al­
m ost certainly vary with environm ental productivity  
and anim al biomass. On the relatively rich Cocha C a­
shu soils, vertebrate biom ass is especially high (E m ­
m ons 1984), and it is com m onplace to observe ants 
enriching their gardens in this m anner. Irido m y rm ex  
m yrm ecodia, an associate o f m yrm ecophytic epiphytes 
in Asia, exhibits a sim ilar behavior (D . W . D avidson, 
personal observation), but the behavior m ay not be 
expressed frequently in relatively unproductive forests 
where these plants often grow (Janzen 1974).
Som e arboreal ants that do not tend AG s also place 
AG  seeds in their nest carton. Depending on the per­
m anence o f  carton and its suitability as a plant growth  
medium , success o f these plant propagules varies from  
germ ination failure (H ypoclinea bidens nests), through  
seedling failure (Azteca  nests on Tococa, and Cr. cf. /. 
parabiotica  carton), to successful establishm ent and 
growth to reproductive m aturity (nests o f A. cf. traili 
and Ca. fem oratus). Polydom y can help to produce 
sizeable local populations o f ant-associated epiphytes. 
Together with polygyny, it m ay lead autom atically to 
the extensive and apparently long-lived AG  aggrega­
tions associated with parabiotic ants. (The m any sites 
nam ed tracua  or taracua  [“ the ant that eats flowering 
stalks” ] in Brasilian A m azonia attest to the long lives 
of these aggregations: W . L. Brown, personal co m ­
m unication.) Polydom y (though not polygyny) is co m ­
paratively com m on am ong tropical arboreal ants and 
could have preceded associations o f ants with epi­
phytes.
A t least at the population level, A G  residents Ca. 
fem oratus  and A. cf. traili seem not to occur without 
their epiphytes, nor vice versa (but see G om ez 1974  
and 1977 for Azteca traili elsewhere). Rare Ca. f e ­
moratus nests lack epiphytes on their surfaces (W heeler 
1921, M adison 1979, and this study), but these are 
typically neighbors o f epiphyte-covered gardens, con ­
tain epiphyte seeds, and grow in deep shade that may
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limit plant growth. At Cocha Cashu, isolated AG  epi­
phytes appear either to have germ inated on A G s and 
survived desertion by their ants, or to have germ inated  
independently but not reached reproductive maturity. 
Correlated occurrences and high local abundances of  
A G  ants and epiphytes are m ost likely the outcom e of  
m utualism. H ow ever, the apparent obligacy o f these 
associations is not necessarily indirect evidence o f spe­
cial adaptation by AG  ants and plants. Alternatively, 
it m ay arise only from the population dynam ics of  
strong m utualism , coupled with efficient seed gathering 
by ants.
Although m any ant and plant traits m ost obviously 
related to the AG  symbiosis can be interpreted as pre­
adaptation, evidence o f  coadaptation between ants and 
plants might still be sought in m ore subtle traits. Like 
som e other ant-defended plants (reviewed in Beattie 
1985), AG epiphytes m ay have relatively poor chem ­
ical defenses and rely principally on ants for protection  
from insect herbivores (Davidson and Epstein, in press). 
M oreover, these epiphytes might have evolved or am ­
plified production o f specialized seed attractants that 
influence their associations with different ant species 
and enable ants to recognize seeds after passage through  
vertebrate dispersers. Seeds o f m ost A G  epiphytes pro­
duce a noticeable arom a o f sweet vanilla. Recently, 
Seidel (1 9 8 8 ) has confirm ed the widespread occurrence  
o f  an identical volatile oil on seeds o f  9 o f  the 10 AG  
epiphytes from Cocha Cashu, and a second, unrelated 
com pound is com m on to seeds o f at least six o f these 
species. As com pounds structurally sim ilar to these two 
substances retard growth o f fungi and bacteria (G reat­
house and Rigler 1940), seed com pounds m ay have 
originated as protection against microbial pathogens 
o f  epiphyte seeds and later assumed im portance in pro­
tecting ants from their own nest pathogens. Parallels 
exist in bees, where nests o f som e species are lined with 
plant resins releasing fungistatic volatile oils (M esser
1985). At present, it is unclear w hether seed co m ­
pounds originated prior to ant-epiphyte associations  
or afterwards, and w hether their origins in unrelated  
taxa were independent or related (D avidson and Ep­
stein, in press).
Finally, in response to relatively rapidly expanding, 
nutrient-rich habitat, available alm ost exclusively to 
A G  epiphytes, these plants m ay have evolved phys­
iological traits or allocational preferenda m ore typical 
o f opportunistic colonizing species. Similarly, second­
ary polygyny and reproduction by colony budding in 
large unicolonial populations o f  each o f the parabiotic  
AG  species m ay be a response to the patchy but rich  
and long-lived resource base available to com petitively  
dom inant ants cultivating m any o f their own resources  
(Holldobler and W ilson 1977). Polygyny is the derived  
condition o f Pseudomyrmex ants on Acacia and ap­
parently favors rapid occupation o f expanding local 
populations o f this m yrm ecophytic tree (Janzen 1973). 
Although conversion from m onogyny to polygyny can
apparently occur with or without reproductive isola­
tion leading to evolutionary divergence and speciation  
(Ross et al. 1987), behavioral and other correlates o f  
polygyny in Acacia ants provide strong indirect support 
for evolutionary specialization (Janzen 1973).
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APPENDIX
Statistical analysis of transitivity in seed preference rank­
ings by Camponotus femoratus (by Thomas Philippi)
Two problems prevented the application in our study of 
Petraitis's (1979) analysis of transitivity. First, there were 
empty cells, where pairs of seeds were never available si­
multaneously for comparison. Second, each pairwise com­
parison was not a separate experiment, but a tournament 
where 3-6 seed species were presented together. Within each 
tournament, there could be no intransitivities, so possible 
intransitivities were far fewer than the total number of pair­
wise comparisons would indicate. Therefore, following Gilpin 
et al. (1986), the number of results beneath the diagonal of 
the sorted matrix of pairwise results (Table 5) was used as a 
measure of intransitivity.
For the set of cafeteria trials conducted, there were 5.16 x 
101’ possible outcomes. Of these, 8! or 40 320 would result 
in a perfectly transitive matrix of pairwise preferences (equiv­
alent to renaming the seed species). The numbers of cafeteria 
trials that would have produced preference matrices with ex­
actly 1, 2, and 3 pairwise preferences below the diagonal were 
calculated similarly. These outcomes were summed and then 
divided by the total number of possible outcomes to give a 
tail probability of random rankings within each cafeteria trial 
producing <3 pairwise preferences below the diagonal in a 
sorted pairwise preference matrix. This corresponds to a test 
of the null hypothesis that the observed concordance of rank­
ings from the different cafeteria trials was due to chance. 
Values are as follows:
Denominator: 5.16 x 101- 
Zero pairwise preferences: 40 320 
One pairwise preference: 1 088 640 
Two pairwise preferences: 28 304 640 
Three pairwise preferences: 709 269 120
P = .00014.
Note added in proof: L. B. Smith has identified Neoregelia 
sp. as Neoregelia eleutheroptala.
